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Abstract: 

ECOSun project has as main objective a cost reduction of electricity and heat co-generation via a Concentrated 

Photovoltaic/Thermal (CPV-T) system by applying low-cost materials and advanced industrial manufacturing 

methods. In the CPV-T system, the solar radiation is captured in parabolic through concentrator based on a novel 

support structure fabricated by injection moulding and focused on a Co-Generation Absorber Module (CAM), 

where special c-SiPV-cells are operated under concentration. In this work, a preliminary assessment of the energy 

produced by a polygeneration system (in summer conditions) based on this technology coupled with an absorption 

chiller is carried out based on system simulations. The calculations are performed using NEST numerical platform, 

which allows the linking between the different components (solar collectors, pump, valves, heat exchangers, etc.), 

with high flexibility in the configurations. The simulations give information on the principal performance 

indicators of the systems, e.g. solar fraction, collectors’ efficiency, PV modules’ efficiency, and thermal and 

electrical COP of the absorption chiller. The simulations also estimate the electrical expenses of the auxiliary 

components (pumps, fans, etc.). From the cases simulated, the electrical expenses resulted in up to 25% of the 

electricity produced. 

1 Introduction  

Concentrated hybrid PhotoVoltaic/Thermal (CPV-T ) solar collector is an option of interest due to its flexibility, 

manufacturability and high efficiency [1]. The main objective of the ECOSun project is a radical cost reduction of 

electricity and heat co-generation via a CPV-T system by applying low-cost materials and advanced industrial 

manufacturing methods. In this new hybrid solar collector, the solar radiation is captured in parabolic through 

concentrator based on a novel support structure fabricated by injection moulding and focused on a Co-Generation 

Absorber Module (CAM), where special c-SiPV-cells are operated under concentration. The heat dissipated 

through the cells is transferred into a heat transfer fluid (HTF) and - in combination with the generated electricity 

-, it can be used for various applications, such as solar cooling or heating, significantly increasing system 

efficiency. In this work, a preliminary assessment of the energy produced by polygeneration system (for heating, 

cooling and power generation) based on this technology coupled with an absorption chiller is carried out, based 

on system simulations with fast calculation models, to allow seasonal simulations. In the simulation, a transient 

model of an absorption chiller is used see reference [2] for further details. This model incorporates heat & mass 

transfer empirical information as well as for the pressure drop in the heat exchangers. This approach allows 

scalability studies, as the input data for the chiller are geometrical data of the machine (distances, surfaces, and 

volumes), the nº tubes of the heat exchangers, the mass of the refrigerant, absorbent, and solid parts, 

thermophysical properties, and characteristics of pumps and valves. Therefore, an ad-hoc experimental test 

campaign of the absorption machine simulated has not been necessary. This model allows estimating electrical 

expenses of the auxiliary components, data which is of interest in the ECOSUN project. These features are not 

usual in other transient models found in the literature [3-5]. The present work presents calculations of the overall 

performance indicators of a case study: a polygeneration system (30 kW of maximum cooling capacity) in 

Barcelona for a 1-week simulation (July) and full summer season performance. The model used for the CPVT is 

described and, the control strategy is also explained. The cooling load is estimated by a function depending on the 

hour and month. The summer season results indicate that about 25% of the electrical energy produced is used for 

the auxiliary components. 

2 System description 

Figure 1¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shows a scheme of the system object of analysis. It 

consists of three main parts: i) energy capture systems, i. e., hybrid collector field, and hot water tank; ii) absorption 

chiller subsystem (in this case direct air-cooled without cooling tower); iii) cooling load subsystem. 
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Figure 1 – Polygeneration system studied with the principal control signals, consisting in three parts: i) energy 

capture systems; ii) absorption chiller subsystem; iii) cooling load subsystem 

2.1 Mathematical model 

Energy capture system 

For the CPVT collector, a simple model is employed [7], i. e. A steady-state efficiency curve is used to calculate 

the instantaneous overall efficiency (thermal+electrical, ) applied to the incoming solar energy (see eq.1): 

 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1∆𝑇/𝐺 + 𝑎2∆𝑇/𝐺
2 (1) 

Where ∆𝑇 is the temperature difference between the collector inlet and ambient temperature, and G is the direct 

normal irradiance. For calculating the electrical efficiency of the PV module (el), another steady-state efficiency 

curve is applied (see eq. 2):  

el = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  (2) 

Where 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  is the PV module temperature. Therefore the thermal efficiency (th) is obtained by extracting eq. 2 

from eq. 1 (th=-el). In this way, an estimated value of the collector outlet (Tco, out*) is calculated using th: 

𝑇𝑐𝑜,𝑜𝑢𝑡
∗ = 𝑇𝑐𝑜,𝑖𝑛 +th·G·A/�̇�𝐶𝑃 (3) 

Where Tco, in is the collectors‘ inlet temperature, A is the solar collector area, and �̇�, 𝐶𝑃 are the mass flow and the 

heat capacity of the heat carrier fluid, respectively. The definitive outlet temperature of the solar collector stream 

(Tco, out) is calculated through a delay response function with a time characteristic () to take into account thermal 

inertia effects. The PV module temperature (Tcell) is calculated using an overall heat transfer coefficient (Ucell): 

𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = (𝑇𝑐𝑜,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇𝑐𝑜,𝑜𝑢𝑡)/2 + �̇�/𝑈𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  (4) 

Where �̇� is the captured solar radiation by unit area. For the storage tanks, an overall energy balance is performed 

assuming a complete mixing of the liquid, i. e. no stratification effects are taken into account. The auxiliar heat for 

the hot water tank is introduced as an internal heat source. 

Cooling load 

The cooling load is simulated using cooling load profile that depends on the hour and month of the year [6]. The 

cold water tank is modelled in a similar way as to the hot water tank. In this case, there is no auxiliary internal 

heat, as the cooling load is introduced by a secondary stream, as indicated in Figure 1. 

Absorption chiller 

A lumped parametric transient model based on mass, momentum and energy balances applied to the internal 

components of the absorption machine has been used (see reference [2] for details). Transient models achieve 

higher prediction capabilities in comparison to steady-state modelling [8, 9]. The model depends on heat and mass 

transfer coefficients obtained through fundamental empirical correlations. The model has been extended to 

estimate pressure drops in the secondary streams [10, 11], so the pumping power required. The thermal and mass 

accumulation in each of the components is considered in the transient calculation. Indeed, the model is helpful to 

obtain detailed information on the overtime evolution of the solar cooling system, which will depend on the control 

strategy applied. It allows anticipating possible failure operations: crystallization, cavitation, etc.  

2.2 Control strategy addressed 

Energy capture system 

The solar collector is activated/deactivated (pump 1) through a differential temperature controller between the 

input and output. Moreover, an overheating protection system based on the disconnection of the solar tracker is 
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applied. This switch is activated by a two-step controller that limits the temperature of the PV cell to 120ºC. In 

addition to this, the maximum temperature of the hot water tank is limited to 96ºC (deactivating pump 1). On the 

other hand, the backup heat source is activated for temperatures lower than 75ºC in the hot water tank. 

Cooling load 

For this part of the system, pump 4 is activated if the cold water temperature is under 13ºC, i.e. the cold water has 

enough low temperature to attend the cooling load. 

Absorption chiller 

The generator pump is activated for temperatures over 75ºC in the hot water tank (activation of pump 2). On the 

other hand, the chilled water pump (pump3) is activated when the temperature of the cold water tank is over 8ºC. 

The time when the cold water tank is over 13ºC (outside limits) is considered fail time. There are also two 

emergency controls in the absorption chiller: i) first, crystallization prevention: in this case, the temperature 

difference between generator and absorber (activation on the fan and pump 3), and between evaporator and 

condenser (deactivation of pump 2 and fan) is maintained under 40ºC; ii) second, freezing prevention: the 

temperature of the evaporator is maintained over 2.5ºC (deactivation of pump 2 and activation of pump 3). 

3 Results 

3.1 Description of the case study 
The case studied consists of a solar cooling plant with power generation located in Barcelona. The meteorological 

data has been obtained using MeteoNorm software. Table 1 summarizes the principal data of the case. The data 

for the absorption chiller is obtained from a prototype under development [2] (for a 10 kW machine, then it was 

scaled to 30 kW). It has to be remarked the efficiency curves of the hybrid collectors are estimations at the present 

stage of the project. The overall performance curve has been extracted from a commercial parabolic trough 

collector [12], and the electrical efficiency has been estimated [13]. 

Table 1 – Main data of the case study  

Concept Data Units 

Solar collector area 30; 90 [m2] 

Maximum capacity of the absorption chiller 10; 30 [kW] 

Collector’s transient response () 1200 [s] 

Collector’s overall efficiency parameter (a0) 0.683 [-] 

Collector’s overall efficiency parameter (a1) -0.28 [Wm-2C-1] 

Collector’s overall efficiency parameter (a2) -0.0011 [Wm-2C-2] 

Collector’s electrical efficiency parameter (b0) 0.18 [-] 

Collector’s electrical efficiency parameter (b1) -0.00072 [C-1] 

Hot tank volume 1500-4500; 7500-22500 [l] 

Cold tank volume 1000; 3000 [l] 

Back-up heat source 35; 105 [kW] 

Heat transfer coefficient PV cell – carrier fluid (U) 60 [Wm-2C-1] 

Maximum electrical consumption of auxiliary components 496, 1488 [W] 

Maximum cooling load 12; 36 [kW] 

3.2 Performance indicators 

Table 2 shows the principal integrated performance indicators of the system, from left to right (starting at the 5th 

column): thermal COP of the absorption chiller (COPth), electrical COP of the chiller (COPel), i.e. the cooling 

capacity divided by the electrical consumption of auxiliary components, overall efficiency of the hybrid collector 

(), PV modules’ performance (el, in %), PV modules’ net performance (net el, discounting the electrical 

consumption of the auxiliary, in %), the solar fraction, and finally the fail time, i.e. the time the pump4 is not 

activated. Cases 1-4 are based on a 1-week simulation, while cases 5-6 on a complete summer season. 

It can be observed that cases 1 and 3 and cases 2 and 4 show similar results as they are scaled. Moreover, cases 2 

and 4, which have higher hot water tank capability if compared with cases 1 and 3, respectively, show better results 

of the performance of PV modules, overall efficiency and solar fraction. This better result is because the higher 

storage capacities of the hot water tank imply that the PV is working at lower temperatures. After all, for cases 2 

and 4, the overheating protection system is much less activated due to the lower working temperatures at the hot 

water tank. Moreover, in the cases with higher storage capacity, the maximum temperature control of the hot water 

tank neither is achieved. Therefore it is not necessary to disconnect pump 1 of the collector loop, increasing solar 

fraction and the overall efficiency of the hybrid collector. Another interesting result is the higher COPel for the 
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cases with lower hot water tank capacity due to the overheating protection system is activated more frequently. 

Parallelly, the machine’s performance is more irregular due to the activation of the emergency control, so the fail 

time is also higher. It is also important to remark that for the cases simulated, up to 25% of the power produced is 

used for the auxiliary components (pumps and fans).  

Table 2 – Main performance indicators of the cases studied.  

Nº 

Case 

Col. 

area 

(m2) 

Hot tank 

capacity 

(l) 

Max. chiller 

capacity 

(kw) 

COPth  

(-) 

COPel 

(-) 

  

(-) 

el  

(%) 

Net el  

(%) 

Solar 

Frac. 

(-) 

Fail 

time 

(%) 

1 30 1500 10 0.727 15.8 0.587 12.9 10.2 0.745 11.9 

2 30 7500 10 0.744 14.1 0.657 13.6 10.7 0.681 10.8 

3 90 4500 30 0.731 16.1 0.599 12.9 10.1 0.741 10.8 

4 90 22500 30 0.749 14.1 0.657 13.6 10.7 0.684 11.1 

5 90 4500 30 0.656 12.4 0.515 12.9 9.6 0.772 1.8 

6 90 22500 30 0.660 12.1 0.561 13.0 9.8 0.847 1.3 

3.3 Detailed assessment 
Figure 2 shows temperature, cooling capacity, power produced and power consumption profiles for a 1-week 

simulation (July). Two options are considered: i) low capacity hot water tank (table 2, option 3, left pictures); ii) 

high capacity tank (table 2, option 4, right pictures). It can be observed that for the case of a low capacity hot water 

tank, the overheating protection system for the PV module is often activated, and, as consequence, the maximum 

temperature achieved is about 120ºC. This fact leads to a limitation of the energy captured and the power produced, 

leading to an overall decreased performance of the PV module, as observed in Table 2. 

 

   
Figure 2 – 1-week simulation. Up: temperature profiles of hot, cold water tanks, and PV module. Low: cooling 

production, power produced and auxiliary power consumption (left 4500 l, right 22500 l of hot water tank) 

4 Conclusions 

A transient model plant of a complete polygeneration system for heating, cooling, and power production has been 

developed. The system studied couples a new CPVT hybrid solar collector together with a direct air-cooled 

absorption chiller. It has been possible to perform a preliminary assessment of the whole system based on an 

estimated efficiency of the new CPVT solar collector. The summer seasonal performance indicators for a case 

with a 30 kW of absorption machine in Barcelona (4500 -22500 l of hot water tank) are: a seasonal COPth of the 

absorption chiller about 0.66, a COPel about 11, and efficiency of the PV module about 13%, with a solar fraction 

of in the range of 0.77-0.85, and a collector efficiency ranged at 0.52-0.56. Based on the same simulation, it has 

been estimated that about 25% of the power produced has to be used for the auxiliary components. When a detailed 

analysis is performed, it can be observed that low capacity storages of the hot water tank lead to a decrease in the 

efficiency of the PV module because it works at a higher temperature. 
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